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Another 5 international awards added to chocoMe’s stellar track record The chocolate manufactory brought home several medals from the Academy of Chocolate Awards
The world-renowned Hungarian chocolate magician chocoMe has received 5 bronze medals at the prestigious
Academy of Chocolate Awards on July 25, 2018 - with these 5 new awards the number of international recognitions
has risen to 57.

chocoMe, the company producing enchanting chocolate creations and record breaking results just announced that it has
the 11th creation that received awards at all three of the most prestigious professional world competitions for chocolate.
Their incredibly popular Raffinée product, freeze-dried raspberry pieces coated with white chocolate, has been
honoured at the Academy of Chocolate Awards, the International Chocolate Awards and the Great Taste Awards as
well. It tells a lot about the company that their latest dragée creation, the freeze-dried blackcurrant Raffinée coated with
blueberry yoghurt and white chocolate that came out in January 2018, is already amongst this year’s winners.
At the center of attention and international success were the exciting products of the Délice Carré family with their respective salty and pepper creations, made of chocoMe’s self developed couverture chocolate, and the incredible
chocoMe Voilé made with orange peel, cinnamon and clove.

Our award-winning creations:

RF113 Raffinée

RF106 Raffinée
Freeze-dried raspberry coated
with white chocolate

Freeze-dried blackcurrant
coated with blueberry yogurt
and white chocolate

50DCD102 Délice Carré

50DCD103 Délice Carré

72,2% dark chocolate with

72,2% dark chocolate with

Murray river salt

Kampot pepper

VL101 Voilé
Candied Spanish orange peel
coated with dark chocolate
and spiced with cinnamon and clove

All of our award-winning chocoMe chocolates can be browsed and purchased here:
http://store.chocome.hu/szakmai/index.php
The irresistible chocolate magic continues - of course not only to charm the international gastronomy
experts, but also to brighten up everyday life in the name of passionate and dedicated chocolate
making.

About the Academy of Chocolate
The Academy of Chocolate was established in 2005, in London with the sole purpose to serve as a
forum to true quality chocolate consumption, for the products made with the best ingredients, the best
plantations, and for fair commercial principles. Members of the Academy are the most renowned
chocolate makers and gastronomy experts who hold the Academy of Chocolate Awards contest
annually, where the best chocolate makers compare their skills.
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